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1 - INTRODUCTION

Although R&D on sodium water reactions is shared between the European
partners and a Common Propagation Code is currently under development (Ref. 11,
national codes are also being developed concurrently :

- BLUSH - AEA Technology (Ref. 21

- PRÜFET - INT ERATOM (Ref. 31

- PROPANA - CEA.

These codes are based on a common data base and their results are in
general agreement, differences between them arise in how the information is
incorporated into the individual codes.

The programme PROPANA presented in this paper is a two dimensional
programme which models the propagation of water leaks in the Steam Generators
of Sodium Cooled Reactors. It models the phenomena of self-evolution of
leaks and the erosion and corrosion of target tubes by 'wastage' leading to
the creation of secondary defects. It includes models of leak detection
and SGU depressurization. It is able to calculate the damage in a SGU tube
bundle up to the end of the depressurization for different leak scenario. In
its current form it does not model the failure of tubes due to overheating
which is the object of the programme MECTUB (Ref. 41. Future developments of
PROPANA include the addition of MECTUB to allow the combined effects of
wastage and overheating to be modelled.

2 - SCOPE OF PROPANA

2.1 - Tube bundle geometries and secondary circuit models

The programme PROPANA can be used to investigate the consequences of
a steam leak in a number of different tube bundle geometries which include
(see figure 11 :

- adjacent tube layers, either regularly or randomly aligned (SUPER-
PHENIX type geometry),

- small units of 7 tubes and a vessel (PHENIX type SGU),
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- circular rows of tubes surrounding a central tube (EFR type SGU),

- hexagonal rows of tubes surrounding a central tube.

The hydrogen detection model is capable of modelling a number of
different secondary circuits and their associated hydrogen concentration
signal treatments. The current version of the programme contains the details
of five secondary sodium circuits (SPX1, SPK2, PMNW, and two different Itn
secondary circuit configurations).

The basic SGU model, shown in figure 2, consists of five sections.
Not all of the sections may be required by all of the secondary circuits.
A leak can be located at three levels inside a section.

The programme has no restrictions on the combinations of tube
bundle geometries and secondary circuit models which can be used.

2.2 - Tube bundle damage calculation

The data storage philosophy used for PROPANA has been to store only the
minimum necessary information, therefore only the current tube bundle wastage
damage is kept, and sufficient data to define the steps in the leak propagation
sequence. The calculation can be broken down into three main steps :

1) Calculation of the leak propagation sequence and tube bundle damage.
This part of the calculation stops when either the duration of the propagation
exceeds the maximum duration or the total leak rate exceeds the maximum leak
rate, as defined by the user.

2) If the hydrogen detection option has been selected the minimum time
for detection by the leak detectors is calculated for the leak propagation
sequence from 1 above. The leak propagation sequence and tube bundle damage
is recalculated up to the moment the leak is detected.

31 If the SGU depressurization option has been selected the programme
then calculates the changing steam and sodium conditions at the initial
leak site and calculates the additional tube bundle damage occuring during
i/ie depressurization. If the hydrogen detection model has been selected then
this part of the calculation will start from the damage calculated in step 2,
if not, it starts from the damage at the end of step 1.

The flow diagramme in figure 3 shows the overall logic for the
calculation.

Each stage in the leak propagation sequence is determined in two steps :

11 Estimation of the minimum time to create*the next secondary defect,
starting from the current state of the tube bundle. This is achieved by
calculating the minimum time to waste through each tube and selecting the
shortest time.

2) Starting from the current wastage damage on the tube bundle and the
minimum time estimated in step I, calculation of the wastage damage occuring
during this period is calculated and added to the damage data already stored.
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2.2.1 - Estimation of the minimum time to create the next secondary defect

The programme proceeds as follow to estimate the minimum time to
create the next secondary defect in the leak propagation sequence starting
from the currently stored tube bundle damage at a given time :

The programme loops round each existing defect in the leak
propagation sequence.

For each defect the programme identifies those tubes in the tube
bundle which lie within the reaction jet.

For each of the tubes in the reaction jet the programme loops round
the surface elements facing the defect {usually 30 per tubel.

For each element the programme estimates the time needed to waste
through the remaining wall thickness.

The time to produce the next defect is the shortest time taken
to produce another defect by any one jet. Since a defect is assumed to
increase in size with time, by self-evolution, and the length of time to
produce another defect is not known, time steps of variable length are used
to keep the number of iterations within reasonable limits. The calculation
time step increases or decreases depending of the local wastage rate. This
ensures that the number of time steps used is as small as possible for areas
where the wastage rates are low.

The programme also saves calculation time in several other ways :

iI The programme tests to see if a surface element will be pierced
in a time longer than the shortest time found so far for this stage of the
leak propagation sequence. If it is, then the programme goes to consider
the next surface element in the list.

ii) The target tubes for a given defect are placed in order of
distance from the defect so that those tubes likely to see the highest
wastage rates are considered first.

H i ) For each target tube the. surface elements are taken in a order
designed to ensure that those elements likely to have the highest wastage
rates are considered first.

2.2.2 - Calculation of wastage damage

Starting from the currently stored tube bundle wastage damage, the
damage occuring during the period estimated above is calculated as follows :

The defects and target tubes are considered in the same order as
above but in this calculation the time has been fixed and a constant time
step is used.

order.
The tube surface elements facing a defect are taken in numerical
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The local wastage rate to a given tube surface element is calculated
in three parts I see paragraph 3.31 :

11 The normal incidence wastage is calculated on the jet axis at
the same abscissa.

21 A correction factor is applied to the normal wastage rate for
positions not on the axis of the jet.

31 A extra correction factor is applied for reaction jets with non-
normal incidence.

The normal incidence wastage law has been derived from wastage
tests using the alloy 800 material. The current formulation gives the
wastage for a given set of SGU conditions, defect diameter, and defect-
target distance. This formulation assumes that the maximum wastage for
any given set of conditions always occurs on the axis of the reaction jet.
Where toroidal rather than pit wastage would be expected to occur this
law will incorrectly predict the location of the maximum wastage rate.

A new version of the wastage law which will model the possibility
of having a toroidal as well as a pit distribution of wastage is under
development. This version will also give a new formulation for non-normal
incident.jets and for secondary defect si/e, taking into account all the
European data basis.

There is no readily interpretable data available to quantify
the effect on the wastage rate by, reaction jet-tube bundle, or jet-jet
interactions. The PHOPANA model currently models them as follows.

Hhere jets are predicted to cross they do not interact, and
when two jets impinge on the same target the wastage caused by the jets
is simply additive.

In the case of the interaction of a reaction jet with the tube
bundle the model assumes :

- that reaction product particles travel is lines parallel to the
reaction jet axis and so tubes within the reaction jet cast shadows
parallel to this axis,

- the local wastage rate is unmodified for tube elements which
are located on tubes which are partially shadowed from the reaction jet
by tubes closer to the defect.

2.3 - Overheating effect

lihen a defect leak rate is in the intermediate leak range
lapproximatively greater than lOOglsl tube bursting due to overheating
in the reaction region becomes a more important effect than wastage
acting alone. This is unmodeled in PROPAHA at the moment but it is
planned to incorporate the model called HECTUB (Ref. 41 in the near
future.
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2.4 - Deoressurization model

The user is free to choose any suitable SGU depressurization
model by incorporating it into the relevant subroutine. The model
available by default is based on the output from the programme GENVAP
IRef. SI which models the depressurization of the SPX1 SGUs. GENVAP is
too expensive to run as part of PROPAUA and so the results of specific
validated case runs have been approximated by simple correlations for
use in PROPANA.

The model is two main steps :

- creation of a look-up table of the SGU conditions at the
position of the initial defect, the steam temperature, pressure, density
and viscosity at the throat of the defect. This data is stored at half
second intervals throughout the period of the depressurization.

- calculation of the tube bundle damage occuring during the
depressurization is similar to the calculation described in section 2.2,
but in this case the wastage calculation starts from the currently stored
wastage data, either for the tube bundle damage, at the end of the initial
leak propagation sequence calculation, or at the moment of detection.
Since the SGU conditions change with time, the look-up table is used to
find the .3GU conditions at each time step. Th? conditions at the nearest
available time in the look-up table are used for times which lie between
the available data.

2.5 - Hydrogen detection model

The programme PROPAHA includes the code HYDET which models the
response of hydrogen detection systems to a leak occuring in a SGU IRef. 61.
It proceeds in the following manner for calculations :

- reads in data to define leak position, leak rate and operating
conditions in the secondary circuit and SGU,

- calculates hydrogen concentration just downstream of the nickel
membrane of the detection sensor placed in the sodium sampling circuit,
taking into account leak position, reaction products behaviour, accumulation
effect and bulk mixing.

- determines the output signal from the nickel membrane by solving
the diffusion equation,

- treats the output hydrogen concentration to find the time taken to
reach the trip level.

The HYDET code takes into account classical and multichannel hydrogen
detection systems IRef. 6,71. However it makes some simplification w!,tn
modelling the behaviour of sodium-water reaction products. Results from the
CALHYPSO IDE-code IRef . 71 are used for this purpose. The CALHYPSO code
provides a detaiitd description of the thermal hydraulic conditions in the steam
generator and the secondary circuit in order to model precisely the behaviour
of the different reaction products in the sodium flow.

3 - LEAK PROPAGATION PHYSICAL MODEL

3.1 - Leak self-evolution and small primary defects

While calculating wastage damage to adjacent tubes the change of
leak rate due to the changing defect diameter caused by self-evolution is
taken into account.

There are two alternative methods for calculating the diameter of
the primary defect:

- the user can supply a look-up table of leak rate versus time
which is used to determine the defect diameter by using a mass flow rate per
unit area for the steam generator conditions. The diameter is then calculated
assuming a circular defect with a given associated contraction coefficient.

- or if no look-up table is supplied then the defect diameter Is
assumed to increase linearly at a rate dependant on the tube material Ithe
auto-evolution velocity VI :

dr
111 _ - V

dt
and so :

121 0 • DO + 2 . V . t

where DO is the initial diameter

For a secondary defect where the tube wall has already been thinned by the
impingement of a reaction jet, the second method would under estimate the rate
the defe.ct growth. The secondary defect is therefore assumed to be located at
the bottom of a crater described by an equation of the form :

131 I • 10 . expt- /
B

where : 1 is the thickness loss at a distance r from the centre of
the crater,

10 is the thickness loss at the centre of the crater,
B is a constant defining the shape of the crater.

Finally the rate of change of defect radius is given by :

dr

dt
141 V .

e . \1-expt-_r_ I
B

where e is the wall thickness of the tube.
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3.2 - Secondary defect initial site

Wien the code detects that a tube has been pierced it stops
calculating any farther wastage on that tube by the local wastage laws
and calculates the initial size of the secondary defect using a function
based on work by Hazanov (Ref. 81. This assumes that the secondary defect
diameter is a function of the initiating defect diameter and the distance
along the jet axis to the section of target tube detected as having been
pierced :

IL - m2l
(51 D - DO . t ml - . m4)

(71

where

Hx • (Hxlmax

X
DO

f XIDO ~]N f XIDO I
• exp \mi- )\

[(XIDOImat\ [ (XIDO/mat J

is the leaking defect to target distance
is the leaking defect diameter

(L + m3l

where : XIDO
X is the displacement along the jet axis from the original

leaking tube to the new defect location
DO is the diameter of the defect responsible for the

incident jet
D is the diameter of the new defect
ml, m2, m3 and mi are constants

3.3 - Local wastage law

The wastage on a tube exposed to a sodium-water reaction jet
is calculated for equally sized elements of the tube surface (usually 601.
These elements are numbered relative tv the tube bundle so that wastage
from any number of incidents jets can be combined. For a given jet the
tube wastage is calculated only for those elements of the tube surface
identified as being exposed to the influence of the jet, that is on the
side of the tube nearest the leak, and not shadowed by tubes closer to the
leak.

The wastage rate is made up of three parts :

- the normal incidence wastage rate Hx on the axis of the jet,

- the Kanegae factor FIKal for wastage at points away from the axis
of the jet,

- the Greene factor FIGrl for non-normal incident jets.

These factors multiply together to give the wastage rate local
Ml to a tube element :

16) Ml - Hx . FIKal . FIGr)

3.3.1 - The PERCEVAL wastage law

The methodology used to obtain the equations known as PERCEVAL
wastage law has been described elsewhere (fief. 91. They give the normal
incidence wastage rate Hx at a given location assuming it to be on the
reaction jet axis. The formalism of the third version (PERCEVAL 3) is
slightly changed :

The (Hxlmax, IXIDOImax and N functions themselves are dependant on
variables related to :

- the flow conditions at the throat of the nozile (water mass
flow rate, velocity, pressure, etc...I,

- the thermal hydraulic conditions in the SG /water temperature,
water pressure, sodium temperature, etc..I,

- the nature of the tube material.

Comparison between experimental results and PERCEVAL calculations
are presented next paragraph.

3.3.2 - The KANEGAE factor

This factor corrects the wastage rate for points away from the
axis of the jet. It is based on works'by KANEGAE et al. (Ref, 101, it supposes
Gaussian distribution of wastage and is defined as follows :

181

with :

191

FIKal

B -

exp (- I-
B

G . X

5 . DO

where :

G
DO, X

3.3.3 - The GREENE factor

is the displacement of the tube element from the
axis of the jet Imml
is the leak mass flow rate (glsl
are defined above Imml

This factor corrects the wastage rate for the effect of the
angle of incidence of the jet. The GREENE data (Ref. 111 have been used to
define this factor FIGrl. It takes a value equal to 1 (or normal incidence
angle and decreases to reach a value close to zero for a nul incidence angle
in a "S" shaped curve.
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4 - RESULTS

4.1 - Experiment-calculation comparison

Since the prograirve PROPANA does not take into account, in its present
stage of development, the overheating effect it is impossible to validate the
code with propagation experiments. So, code validation is based on evaluation
of the accuracy of the different physical models used. As an illustration
expertment-calcutation comparison for normal-incidence wastage rate are
presented.

The wastage model PERCEVAL has been worked out mainly using the wastage
results obtained on the JONAS and SUPER-JONAS facilities IRef. 12,131 by using
A800 metallic plates as target complemented by some tests with different
steels. It has been found possible, having characterised the effect of the
various parameters Inoizle diameter, target distance, sodium and water
conditions ...etc) on one alloy, to translate the results to another alloy
with a smaller series of tests by using a conversion factor. Since experiments
are performed in JONAS and SUPER-JONAS in quasi-static sodium, they are
complemented by tests with flowing sodium in realistic conditions on HICROHEGAS
and GRIGNOTIN loops IRef. 131.

The agreement between calculated and measured wastage is showned in
figure 4. The correlation coefficient found is O.G. Taking into account the
number of experimental points the model can be considered validated for
correlation coefficients greater than 0.5 IRef. 141. It should be noted that
the range of the experimental parameters is very large, except for the water
leak rate which is limited to few tens of gls, in order to avoid overheating
effects.

In figure 5 is showned the comparison between code prediction, when
extrapolated to 9Cr1Mo material, and experimental results obtained by KANO
et al. IRef. 151. A rather good agreement can be observed, except on the
value of the maximum wastage rate (values greater than 100 micronls have been
measured in SUPER-JONAS for equivalent conditions).

4.2 - Exemple of oropana calculation

Results of a PROPANA run applied to SPX1 conditions is presented.
The leak conditions chosen correspond to the most severe case :

- leak directed straight to the nearest tube,

- leak located in the upper part of the bundle for SG full power

- leak self-evolution rate chosen among the ones giving the fastest
rate experimentally observed (see Fig. B and Ref. 161,

The tube bundle damage is presented in figure 7a at the time where
the trip is actuated and in figure 7b at the end of the depressurisation of
the SGU :

- tube with defect (tube number 131 shows the position and scaled
diameter of the defect.
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- the dashed curve indicates the region where wastage is likely to
occur,

- the position and amount of wastage damage on a tube is represented
on the outer surface of the tube wall leg tube number 14).

In figure 8a is represented the tube bundle for the case where the
target tube is penetrated and a secondary leak is created (detection option
is not chosen). At this moment the leak rate reaches a value of several tens
of gls and as indicated above the calculation must take into account
overheating effect in order not to overestimate the time needed for the
creation of the next secondary leak. This is not presently the case in
PROPANA. In figure 8b is displayed the result of the calculation in the case
where the calculation stops for a limit on total leak flow rate. In this case
multiple secondary failures can be seen. The angle of incidence of the primary
leak has been slightly modified to avoid symetrical wastage.

5 - CONCLUSION

The programme PROPANA models leak propagation in case of a leak
occuring in SGUs of many types, giving a helpful tool for plant operators
-to assess damage in a SGU after the occurence of a leak-, and to designers
-to conceive a safe and economical SGU-. The different models describing the
different aspects /wastage, detection ...I of the propagation are in continuous
improvement as new information becomes available. The overheating effect,
which has not yet been taken into account, will be incorporated in the near
future.
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FIGURE PERCEVRl URSTRGE LflU. CORRELATION COEFFICIENT

RJ = 0.60 (for 142 experimental points)
o = SUPER-JONflS
* = JONAS

EXPERIMENTRL RRNGE :
Sodium tempera tu re : TNa 348 -
Water tempera tu re : TH,0 298 -
Ua te r leak f l o w r a t e : mH20 0.3 -
Uater pressure : PH20 5 -
N o z z l e t o t a r g e t d i s t a n c e X 1 -

— > 531 #C
--> 441 *c
--> 18 g/s
—> 181 bar
—> 50 mm
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